
A Dynami Logi for Java CardBernhard BekertUniversity of KarlsruheInstitute for Logi, Complexity and Dedution SystemsD-76128 Karlsruhe, Germanyi12www.ira.uka.de/~bekertAbstrat. In this paper, I desribe a Dynami Logi for Java Card and outline a sequentalulus for this logi that axiomatises Java Card. The purpose of the logi is to pro-vide a framework for software veri�ation that an be integrated into real-world softwaredevelopment proesses.1 IntrodutionDesign priniples and goals. The work that is reported in this paper has been arried outas part of the KeY projet [1℄. The goal of KeY is to enhane a ommerial CASE tool withfuntionality for formal spei�ation and dedutive veri�ation and, thus, to integrate formalmethods into real-world software development proesses. Aordingly, the design priniples forthe software veri�ation omponent of the KeY system are:{ The programs that are veri�ed should be written in a \real" objet-oriented programminglanguage.{ The logial formalism should be as easy as possible to use for software developers and pro-grammers (that do not have years of training in formal methods).Java Card. We use Java Card [13, 6℄ (soon to be replaed by Java 2 Miro Edition, J2ME)as the target programming language. Java Card is a \real" objet-oriented language and has,aordingly, features that are diÆult to handle suh as dynami data strutures, exeptions,and initialisation; but it laks some ruial ompliations of the full Java language suh asthreads and dynami loading of lasses. Java smart ards are an extremely suitable appliationfor software veri�ation:{ Java Card appliations are small (Java smart ards urrently o�er 16K memory for ode);{ at the same time, Java Card appliations are embedded into larger program systems orbusiness proesses whih should be modeled (though not neessarily formally veri�ed);{ Java Card appliations are often seurity-ritial, giving inentive to apply formal methods;{ the high number of deployed smart ards onstitutes a new motivation for formal veri�ation,as arbitrary updates are not feasible.Dynami Logi. We use Dynami Logi (DL) [7℄, whih is an extension of Hoare logi [3℄,as the logial basis of the KeY system's software veri�ation omponent. We believe that thisis a good hoie beause dedution in DL is based on symboli program exeution and simpleprogram transformations and is, thus, lose to a programmer's understanding of Java Card.DL has been suessfully used in the KIV software veri�ation system [12℄ for a programminglanguage that is not objet-oriented; and Poetzsh-He�ter and Mueller's de�nition of a Hoarelogi for a Java subset [11℄ shows that there are no prinipal obstales to adapt the DL/Hoareapproah to typed objet-oriented languages.DL an be seen as a modal prediate logi with a modality hpi for every program p (we allowp to be any legal Java Card program); hpi refers to the suessor worlds (alled states in the1



DL framework) that are reahable by running the program p. In lassial DL there an be severalsuh states (worlds) beause the programs an be non-deterministi; but here, sine Java Cardprograms are deterministi, there is exatly one suh world|if p terminates|or there is no suhworld|if p does not terminate. The formula hpi� expresses that the program p terminates in astate in whih � holds. A formula �! hpi is valid if for every state s satisfying preondition �a run of the program p starting in s terminates, and in the terminating state the postondition  holds.Thus, the formula �! hpi is similar to the Hoare triple f�gpf g. But in ontrast to Hoarelogi, the set of formulas of DL is losed under the usual logial operators: In Hoare logi, theformulas � and  are pure �rst-order formulas, whereas in DL they an ontain programs. DLallows to involve programs in the desriptions � resp.  of states. For example, using a program,it is easy to speify that a data struture is not yli, whih is impossible in pure �rst-orderlogi. Also, Java onstruts suh as instaneof are available in DL for the desription of states.It is, therefore, not neessary to de�ne an abstrat data type state and to represent states asterms of that type (as has, for example been done in [11℄); instead DL formulas an be used togive a (partial) desription of states, whih is a more exible tehnique and allows to onentrateon the relevant properties of a state.In omparison to lassial DL (that uses a simple \arti�ial" programming language), a DLfor a \real" objet-oriented programming language like Java Card has to ope with the followingompliations:{ A program state does not only depend on the value of program variables but also on thevalues of the attributes of all existing objets.{ The evaluation of a Java expression may have side e�ets; thus, there is a di�erene betweenan expression and a logial term.{ Language features suh as built-in data types, exeption handling, and objet initialisationhave to be handled.2 Syntax of Java Card DLThe non-dynami part of our DL is basially a typed �rst-order prediate logi. To de�ne itssyntax, we have to speify its sets of variables, its types, and its terms (whih we often all \logialterms" in the following to emphasise that they are di�erent from Java expressions). Then, wede�ne what the programs of the DL are. In the programs that are part of a DL formula, we allowan extension of Java Card, where logial terms may our in plae of expressions of the sametype. Finally, the syntax of DL formulas and sequents is de�ned.Context. We do not allow lass de�nitions in the programs that are part of DL formulas, butde�ne syntax and semantis of DL formulas w.r.t. a given Java Card program (the ontext),i.e., a sequene of lass de�nitions. With the following restritions any syntatially legal JavaCard program may be used: A ontext must not ontain ourrenes of loal inner lasses ;and break and ontinue must be used with (expliit) labels. These restritions are \harmless"beause any Java Card program an easily be transformed aordingly.We assume that the following methods and �elds are impliitly de�ned for eah lass Cls inthe ontext and an aordingly be used in DL formulas (but not in the ontext). They allow toaess information about the program state that is otherwise inaessible in Java: a list of allexisting objets of a lass and information on whether a lass resp. its objets are initialised. Theobjets of a ertain lass are onsidered to be organised into an in�nite ordered list; this list isused by new to \reate" objets (intuitively, new hanges the attributes lastCreatedObj of thelass and sets the attribute reated of the new objet to true, see Setion 4).publi stati Cls firstObj; // the �rst objet in the list,// whether already reated or notpubli stati Cls lastCreatedObj; // the last reated objet,// null if no objet exists2



publi Cls prevObj; // the previous objet in the list;// null if for the �rst objetpubli Cls nextObj; // the next objet in the listpubli boolean beforeObj(Cls obj); // returns true if this// is before obj in the listpubli boolean reated; // true if the objet has already been// reated with new, and false otherwisepubli stati boolean lassInitialised; // true if the lass is initialisedpubli boolean objInitialised; // true if the objet is initialisedVariables. In lassial DL there is only one type of variables. Here however, to avoid onfusion,we here use two kinds of variables:{ Program variables are denoted with x, y, z, : : : Their value an di�er from state to stateand an be hanged by programs. Program variables annot be quanti�ed and they annotbe instantiated with terms.{ Logial variables are denoted with x, y, z, : : : They are assigned the same values in all states;a statement suh as \x = 1;", whih tries to hange the value of the logial variable x, isillegal. Logial variables must be bound by a quanti�er, free ourrenes are not allowed;they an be instantiated with terms (preserving syntatial orretness of a formula but notneessarily its satis�ability or validity).Types. The set of types of our DL ontains for (a) eah primitive type of Java Card (boolean,byte, short), (b) eah lass de�ned in the ontext, and () eah built-in lass suh as String:(1) the primitive type itself resp. the type of objets of the lass, (2) a pointer type, (3) an arraytype, and (4) a pointer to array type. In addition, there are user-de�ned types; typially theseare abstrat data types (ADTs). There is no type hierahy, i.e., no sub-typing onept.Terms. Logial terms are onstruted as usual from program variables, logial variables, andthe onstant and funtion symbols of all types. The set of terms inludes in partiular all JavaCard literals for the primitive types, string literals, and the null referene.In addition, (1) if o is a term of lass type C (i.e., denotes an objet) and a is a �eld (attribute)of lass C, then o.a is a term. (2) If Class is a lass name and a is a stati �eld of Class , thenClass.a is a term. (3) If a is an array type term and i is a term of type byte, then a[i℄ is a term.The speial post�x operator " an be applied to all terms of pointer type; it allows to \de-refene" a pointer and aess the objet it points to.Programs. The programs in DL formulas are exeutable ode; as said above, they are notallowed to ontain lass delarations. The (basi) programs are the legal Java Card state-ments, inluding: (1) expression statements suh as \x = 1;" (assignments), \m(1);" (methodalls), \i++;", \new Cls;", loal variable delarations (whih restrit the \visibility" of programvariables); (2) bloks and ompound statements built with if-else, swith, while, do-while,and for; (3) statements with exeption handling using try-ath-finally; (4) statements thatabruptly rediret the ontrol ow (throw, return, break, ontinue); (5) labelled statements;(6) the empty statement.The tehnique for handling method alls in a DL alulus is to syntatially replae the allby the method's implementation. To handle the return statement in the right way, it is neessaryto reord the program variable or attribute that the result is to be bound to and to mark theboundaries of the implementation when it is substituted for the method all. For that purpose,statements of the form all(x=m(arg1,: : :,argn)){prog} an be used in DL programs.In addition, we allow programs in DL formulas (not in the ontext) to ontain logial terms.Wherever a Java Card expression an be used, a term of the same type as the expression anbe used as well. Aordingly, expressions an ontain terms (but not vie versa).3



Formulas. Formulas are built as usual from the (logial) terms, the prediate symbols of allthe types and the equality prediate :=, the logial onnetives :, ^, _, !, the quanti�ers 8and 9 (that an be applied to logial variables but not to program variables), and the modaloperator hp i, i.e., if p is a program and � is a formula, then hp i� is a formula as well.If o is a variable of some lass type C, then a quanti�ation suh as (8o)�(o) ranges overthe (in�nite) set of all objets of type C whether they have been reated or not. The fat thatall reated objets of lass C have a ertain property � an be expressed using the formula(8o)(o:reated := true! �(o)).To simplify notation, we allow updates of the form fx  tg resp. fo:a  tg to be attahedto terms and formulas, where x is a program variable, o is a term denoting an objet withattribute a , and t is a term. The intuitive meaning of an update is that the term or formula thatit is attahed to is to be evaluated after hanging the state aordingly, i.e., �fx tg has the samesemantis as hx =ti�.Sequents. A sequent is of the form �1; : : : ;  m `  1; : : : ;  n (m;n � 0), where the �i and  jare DL formulas. The meaning of a sequent is that the onjuntion of the �i's implies thedisjuntion of the  j 's.3 Semantis of Java Card DLTo de�ne the semantis of Java Card DL we use the semantis of the Java Card programminglanguage. In ase of doubt, we refer to the preise formal semantis of Java de�ned by B�orgerand Shulte [5℄ using Abstrat State Mahines.1The models of DL are Kripke strutures onsisting of possible worlds that are alled states.All states of a model share the same universe ontaining an in�nite number of elements of eahtype.The funtion and prediate symbols that are not user-de�ned|suh as the equality prediate,the de-referening operator ", and the funtion symbols of the primitive Java Card types|havea �xed interpretation. In all models they are interpreted aording to their intended semantisresp. their meaning in the Java Card language.Logial variables are interpreted using a (global) variable assignment; they have the samevalue in all states of a model.States. In eah state a (possibly di�erent) value (an element of the universe) of the appropriatetype is assigned to: (1) the program variables, (2) the attributes (�elds) of all objets, (3) thelass attributes (stati �elds) of all lasses in the ontext, and (4) the speial referene this.Variables and attributes of pointer types an be assigned the speial value null.In addition, the pointer elements in the universe|whih are used to interpret program vari-ables and attributes with pointer types|are assigned an objet element of the appropriate type.Sine this assignment an be hanged with Java Card statements, it is part of the states (andan di�er from state to state). For example, after the exeution of \obj1 = obj2;", the pointerelements that are the interpretations of the program variables obj1 resp. obj2 are assigned thesame objet element.Note, that states do not ontain any information on ontrol ow suh as a program ounteror the fat that an exeption has been thrown.Programs and Formulas The semantis of a program p is a state transition, i.e., it assignsto eah state s the set of all states that an be reahed by running p starting in s. Sine JavaCard is deterministi, that set either ontains exatly one state or is empty. The set of states1 Following another approah, Nipkow and von Oheimb have obtained a preise semantis of a Javasublanguage by embedding it into Isabelle/HOL; they also use an axiomati semantis [9℄.4



of a model must be losed under the reahability relation for all programs p , i.e., all states thatare reahable must exist in a model (other models are not onsidered).The semantis of a logial term t ourring in a program is the same as that of an expressionwhose evaluation is free of side-e�ets and gives the same value as t.For formulas � that do not ontain programs, the notion of � being satis�ed by a state isde�ned as usual in �rst-order logi. A formula hp i� is satis�ed by a state if the program p, whenstarted in s, terminates in a state s0 in whih � is satis�ed. A formula is satis�ed by a model M ,if it is satis�ed by one of the states of M . A formula is valid in a model M if it is satis�ed by allstates of M ; and a formula is valid if it is valid in all models.We onsider programs that terminate abnormally to be non-terminating. Examples are aprogram that throws an unaught exeption and a return statement that is not within theboundaries of a method invoation. Thus, for example, hthrow x;i� is unsatis�able for all �.Sequents. The semantis of a sequent �1; : : : ;  m `  1; : : : ;  n is the same as that of theformula (�1 ^ : : : ^  m)! ( 1 _ : : : _  n).4 A Sequent Calulus for Java Card DLIn this setion we outline the ideas behind the sequent alulus for Java Card DL, and wepresent some of the basi rules.2The DL rules of our alulus operate on the �rst ative ommand p of a program �p!. Thenon-ative pre�x � onsists of an arbitrary sequene of opening braes \{", labels, beginnings\try{" of try-ath bloks, and beginnings \all(: : :){" of method invoation bloks. Thepre�x is needed to keep trak of the bloks that the (�rst) ative ommand is part of, suh thatthe ommands throw, return, break, and ontinue that abruptly hange the ontrol ow anbe handled appropriatly.3Assignment Rule. The assignment rule is the most important rule of the DL alulus:� fx g; x := expr fx g ` �; �fx g� ` hx = expr;i�; � where  is a new onstant (1)In lassial DL rule (1) is always appliable; here however, we have to impose a restrition: thisrule an only be used if the expression expr is a logial term. Otherwise, other rules have tobe applied �rst to evaluate expr (as that evaluation may have side e�ets). For example, theserules replae the formula hx = ++i;i� by hi = i+1; x = i;i�.Moreover, the handling of updates is more diÆult in Java Card DL: In lassial DL �fx ygis equivalent to the formula that is onstruted from � by syntatially replaing x by y. Nowhowever, beause several pointers may point to the same objet, more omplex rules for thesimpli�ation of �fx yg have to be used.Rule for Creating Objets. The new statement is treated by the alulus as if it were im-plemented as follows (this implementation aesses the �elds that are impliitly de�ned for alllasses, see the explanation in Setion 2):2 These are simpli�ed versions of the atual rules. In partiular, initialisation of objets and lasses isnot onsidered.3 In lassial DL, where no pre�xes are needed, any formula of the form hp q i� an be replaed byhp ihq i�. In our alulus, splitting of h�pq!i� into h�p ihq!i� is not possible (unless the pre�x �is empty) beause �p is not a valid program; and the formula h�p!ih�q!i� annot be used eitherbeause its semantis is in general di�erent from that of h�pq!i�.5



publi stati \dv{Cls} new() {if (lastCreatedObj == null)lastCreatedObj = firstObj;elselastCreatedObj = lastCreatedObj.nextObj;lastCreatedObj.reated = true;return lastCreatedObj;}Rules for Loops. The following rules allow to \unwind" while loops (these are simpli�edversions of the rules that do not work if prg ontains a ontinue statement); similar rules arede�ned for do-while and for loops.� ` hx = nd;i(x := true); � � ` h� prg;while (nd) prg; !i�; �� ` h� while (nd) prg ; !i�; � (2)� ` hx = nd;i(x := false); � � ` �; �� ` h� while (nd) prg ; !i�; � (3)These rules allow to handle loops if used together with indution shemata for the primitive andthe user de�ned types, suh as:� ` �(); � � ` (8x)(�(x) ! �(f(x))); �� ` (8x)�(x); � (4)(where the type of x is generated by  and f).Rules for Handling Exeptions. The following rules allow to handle try-ath-finallybloks and the throw statement. Again, these are simpli�ed versions of the atual rules; they areonly appliable if the statements break, ontinue, and return do not our.� ` h� try{ei = x ; qi}finally{r } !i�; �� ` h� try{throw x ; p }ath(T 1 e 1){q 1}: : : ath(T n e n){q n}finally{r } !i�; � (5)� ` h� r ; throw x ; !i�; �� ` h� try{throw x ; p }ath(T 1 e 1){q 1}: : : ath(T n e n){q n}finally{r } !i�; � (6)� ` h� r !i�; �� ` h� try{}ath(T 1 e 1){q 1}: : : ath(T n e n){q n}finally{r } !i�; � (7)The rule (5) applies if an exeption x is thrown that is an instane of one of the lasses T 1; : : : ; T nand T i is the �rst suh lass, i.e., the exeption is aught; otherwise, if the exeption is not aught,rule (6) applies. Rule (7) applies if the try bloks terminates normally.Referenes1. Wolfgang Ahrendt, Thomas Baar, Bernhard Bekert, Martin Giese, Elmar Habermalz, ReinerH�ahnle, Wolfram Menzel, and Peter H. Shmitt. The KeY approah: Integrating objet orienteddesign and formal veri�ation. Tehnial Report 2000/4, University of Karlsruhe, Department ofComputer Siene, January 2000.2. Jim Alves-Foss, editor. Formal Syntax and Semantis of Java. LNCS 1523. Springer, 1999.3. K. R. Apt. Ten years of Hoare logi: A survey { part I. ACM Transations on ProgrammingLanguages and Systems, 1981.4. Thomas Baar. Experienes with the UML/OCL-approah to preise software modeling: A reportfrom pratie. Submitted. Available at i12www.ira.uka.de/~key, 2000.6
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